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Success  means having the  courage,  the determination 

and the  wil l  to  become the person  you bel ieve  you were 

At New Rainbow School, we firmly believe that every child`s mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be kindled, 

as famously stated by Plutarch. As we embark on a new chapter of our educational journey, our commitment to         

nurturing happiness in every child remains unwavering, fostering a world where peace and harmony thrive. From our        

inception, we have championed progressive education, empowering students to transcend conventional boundaries. 

Our dedication revolves around cultivating compassionate, resilient, and intelligent individuals with the courage to 

make decisive choices and embrace original thinking. 

 

Beyond academic achievements, we celebrate the holistic growth of our students. Their excellence in extracurricular 

activities, sports, and community service shapes them into  compassionate and    socially responsible citizens. We take 

immense pride in  congratulating our students who excelled in the CBSE Class 10 and 12 board examinations. Your 

hard work and  perseverance have borne fruit, and this moment is one of great celebration for all of us. May your 

achievements inspire others and pave the way for a brighter future for all. 
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In the words of Dwayne Johnson, "Success is not the result of a single 

event, but the accumulation of daily progress, surpassing oneself with 

each passing day. It all adds up." This sentiment perfectly encapsulates 

the extraordinary achievements of New Rainbow Public School's Class X 

and XII students. 

 

With unwavering perseverance, scholarly aptitude, and an indomitable 

spirit, these students have attained remarkable milestones. Class X      

students Nehal Kumar Giri, Harsh Verma, and Kalpana have secured an 

awe-inspiring score of 96.4%, setting a shining example for their peers. 

In Class XII, Ankush, the Science stream topper, has soared with an  

impressive score of 95.6%, while Samia Parveen has excelled with 95. 4 

% in the Commerce Stream. 

 

The remarkable successes of both Class X and XII students stand as a 

testament to their resilience and the school's unwavering commitment 

to their educational journey. They have embraced the philosophy of 

continuous improvement, turning each day into a stepping stone        

towards their dreams.  



“To catch the reader's attention, place an 

interesting sentence or quote from the story 

 

“Mother's love is the fuel that enables a normal human being to do the impossible.”  

New Rainbow Public School held a captivating Mother's Day Celebration on May 13 and 15, 2023. The event commenced with the ceremonial lighting of the lamp by the esteemed Director 

Ma’am and Principal Ma’am,  illuminating the stage with their presence and setting a radiant tone for the celebration. Students from Nursery to V    showcased their immense talent through 

mesmerizing dance and singing performances, creating a enchanting experience. Dressed in vibrant costumes, the young performers graced the stage with grace and skill. Their synchronized 

choreography and emotive expressions conveyed deep appreciation for their mothers' love and care. 

Guided by their teachers and music instructor, the students' angelic voices harmonized in perfect unison, filling the air with melodious rhapsodies. Each verse and note carried a profound 

message of gratitude and love for their beloved moms. Mothers also enjoyed various games with their children. In her vote of thanks, the Principal of the school Mrs. Ruchi Gupta expressed 

her heartfelt  appreciation for the mothers' love and guidance. She  emphasized their invaluable role in shaping their children's lives and how their presence added enchantment to the        

celebration. The students' performances showcased their talent and gratitude, while the mothers'   active involvement elevated the celebration to new heights. It was a poignant tribute to the 

unyielding love of mothers and an  unforgettable experience for all. 

 

"You can never understand one language until you understand at least two." Geoffrey Willans 

The English Language Training Program for grade IX students took place from 16th May to 29th May 2023 with the goal of enhancing their spoken skills and grammar proficiency. 

Throughout the program, students participated in a variety of activities, including  interviews, role plays, marathon story-making, and more. 

Over the course of two weeks, the program provided an immersive learning experience for the students. It combined theoretical lessons with practical exercises to ensure a well-rounded 

approach to language training. The mock interviews offered students the chance to practice their conversational abilities. They learned effective communication techniques and interview 

etiquette, enabling them to refine their skills for future opportunities. 

Students formed teams and collaboratively created captivating narratives, incorporating new vocabulary and complex grammar structures. This exercise fostered creativity, teamwork, and 

improved storytelling abilities. The program made grammar learning engaging and enjoyable for the students. Certificates of appreciation were awarded to the students who performed     

excellently,  recognizing their commitment and successful completion of the program.  

The program culminated with a valedictory ceremony where the principal commended the students' dedication and progress. The principal emphasized the importance of English language 

skills in the modern world and encouraged students to continue honing their   abilities. 

 

C.B.S.E Teacher`s Training Teacher`s Training by Next Education Workshop by Karhari Tales 

“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardor and attended to with diligence.” 

“Anyone who stops learning is old — whether this happens at twenty or at eighty. Anyone who keeps on learning not only remains young but becomes constantly more valuable —               

regardless of physical capacity.” New Rainbow Public School is intensely conscious of its role in grooming responsible citizens of India. As such our perspective is on finding and retaining 

the best possible talent from around the country to act as facilitators between the child and the world. At NRPS inherent belief is that "the art of teaching is all about the art of awakening the 

natural curiosity of young minds." Our teachers participated in various training and workshops like Capacity Building Programs, Assessment Practices, Train the Trainer, Effective Lesson 

Planning, Teaching Inquiry for Innovation, Engaging Classrooms and so on.    

Interactive workshops for all teachers are organized in collaboration with reputed agencies in the areas of emotional, social, and professional relevance.  Our faculty members are also sent 

regularly for workshops held outside the school. They participated in online trainings too. Through this, we ensure that our teachers are able to update themselves on the latest developments 

in their respective fields. 



 
New Rainbow Public School takes great pride in introducing the Awakened Citizen Program, a groundbreaking initiative aimed at nurturing civic consciousness, social responsibility, and 
leadership qualities among its students from grades 1 to 7. This innovative program reflects the school's commitment to providing a holistic education that empowers young minds to  
become conscientious global citizens. Through a wide range of interactive activities, workshops, and community engagement projects, the Awakened Citizen Program seeks to instill           
essential values, knowledge, and skills that will enable students to make a positive impact on society. The program is designed to achieve several key objectives. Firstly, it aims to develop 
a deep understanding of the rights, responsibilities, and duties of citizenship within the framework of a democratic society. Students will be introduced to the functioning of democratic 
institutions, civic processes, and their roles as active participants in shaping their communities.  

 

NRPS has introduced a new initiative called "Go Sharpener" for students from classes IV to XII. The program's aims to enhance the cognitive and creative abilities of students by providing a 

platform that helps them develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The Go Sharpener program is designed to be interactive and engaging, with various activities and challenges to 

improve students' skills. It is divided into different levels, with each level having a set of challenges that students must complete to progress to the next level. The challenges include puzzles, 

riddles, logical reasoning, and brain teasers. The program offers several benefits to students, such as improving cognitive skills, enhancing problem-solving abilities, boosting creativity, and 

encouraging teamwork. The challenges in the program require students to think creatively and critically, which helps improve their problem-solving abilities. By providing various           

challenges that require students to think outside the box, the program can boost their creativity. It is a positive step towards creating a well-rounded educational environment that helps pupils 

develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The program's engaging and interactive structure makes it an enjoyable learning experience for students, and it can help them become 

better learners and individuals.  
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We're thrilled to share the amazing experiences of the Summer Camp 2023! From 16th to 30th May 2023, our students embarked on a thrilling journey of exploration, skill  development, and 

pure joy. 

 Our young mathematicians delved into the captivating world of the Abacus, embracing interactive exercises and innovative techniques for lightning-fast calculations. Their progress 

and enthusiasm were truly awe-inspiring, leaving us amazed and proud. The melodies of guitar and keyboard filled our campus as students immersed themselves in the Music classes.       

With unwavering passion and dedication, they mastered fundamental techniques and brought popular songs to life, showcasing their musical talents with  resounding harmony.  

 Sports became the heart and soul of the camp, as our students received expert coaching in cricket, basketball, and volleyball. Their exceptional teamwork, sportsmanship, and      

outstanding skills on the field brought electrifying energy and excitement to the entire experience. 

In pursuit of holistic development, our young learners eagerly embraced invigorating yoga sessions. Through various asanas and exercises, they discovered newfound flexibility, strength, and 

a sense of inner calm. The sessions left them energized and  rejuvenated, ready to take on any challenge. 

The grand finale of the camp was a dazzling pool party, filled with laughter, fun, and lifelong memories. Our pupils enjoyed in the refreshing poolside ambiance, forging deep connections 

with their friends, and embracing the sheer joy of being together. 

Fun Activity Warming up Exercises 

Yoga Session Pool Party Abacus Class 

Music Class Cricket  Training Music Class 

Sport Class 

New Rainbow Public School held its grand Investiture Ceremony on the auspicious day of May 29, 2023. This highly anticipated event marked a significant 
milestone for the school community as it symbolized the transfer of leadership responsibilities to a new generation of students. The ceremony commenced with 
a solemn lamp lighting ritual by Principal ma’am and Director Ma’am, an emblematic representation of the enlightenment of knowledge and wisdom that 
would guide the newly appointed leaders in their roles. 
 
The Investiture Ceremony marked the pinnacle of a series of captivating events that unfolded over the past week. The process commenced with an engaging 
voting phase, during which the students exercised their democratic rights to elect the deserving head boy and head girl. The candidates underwent rigorous    
interviews, meticulously conducted by coordinators and the discerning school principal, ensuring their impeccable suitability for these significant roles. 
One of the highlights of the ceremony was the bestowal of badges upon the deserving individuals who had been appointed as student council members, house 
captains, and vice captains from the school's four distinguished houses - Astha, Sanskar, Sabhyata, and Sanskriti.  
 
The Investiture Ceremony also witnessed the prestigious honour of the head boy and head girl positions being conferred upon two outstanding individuals.   
Kavay Sharma was appointed as the head boy, while Veenita Jangra was bestowed with the esteemed title of head girl. Their names resonated with pride and 
admiration as they received their badges, symbolizing their elevated responsibilities and exceptional leadership qualities. 
 
To add a touch of artistic flair to the ceremony, the school's talented choir group took center stage, captivating the audience with a heartfelt rendition of the 
school song. Their melodious voices reverberated through the hall, evoking a sense of unity, pride, and school spirit. Additionally, an enthralling dance            
performance enthralled the attendees, showcasing the artistic talents and creativity of the students. An integral part of the Investiture Ceremony was the solemn 
oath-taking ceremony. The newly appointed leaders, donning their badges, stood before their peers and recited a pledge, vowing to uphold the values and       
responsibilities entrusted to them.  



Art Competition by Nagar Nigam 

Certification by Nagar Nigam 

Essay Writing Competition by  
Gandhi Samiti 
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Science club  House Meeting 

National Earth Day  

Tree Plantation at NRPS Red Color Day  

World Health Day 

Parents Orientation Investiture Ceremony 

Shimon, a grade XI student, recently participated in the 5th 

KMSKFI National Karate Championship held at the Common-

wealth Games. 

Village Sports Complex in New Delhi. Representing Uttar 

Pradesh, she showcased her incredible 

skills, determination, and discipline, ultimately clinching the 

Gold Medal. 

Mother`s Day Celebration 
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